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against the British arms, Turkey would again turn her
thoughts upon the conquest of Egypt. The first
attempt had failed : a second, undertaken by units
encouraged by their triumph in the Dardanelles,
might have a different ending. Or if that contingency
was thought too remote for serious consideration it
was imprudent at least to ignore the possibility of the
enemy gaining partial success in one or other sector
of the Defence.
Throughout the year 1915 there was no sign in the
Zone that authority apprehended danger in the future.
Only the east bank of the Canal was forbidden ground
to the public: elsewhere in the area life proceeded
as if profound peace prevailed in Sinai. Port Said
was crowded with visitors desirous of escaping from
the tedium and heat of life in Cairo. No thought of
the bloody shambles at Gallipoli spoilt the zest of
pleasure seekers: no reflection that similar conditions
later might occur on the banks of the Canal hindered
the appetite for amusement.
Early in January 1916 this halycon period abruptly
came to an end. The Canal Defence as a military
formation was disbanded and its place taken by the
Egyptian Expeditionary Force. It was quickly appa-
rent that the new-comers took a more serious view of
war than their predecessors had done. Little attention
was paid now to the convenience of the civilian
population of the Zone: little respect shown for
the amour propre of the Civil Administration. The
Expeditionary Force had no time to consider senti-
ment. While shaping plans for an elaborate defence
of the Suez Canal from armed attack, simultaneously
General Head-quarters were framing schemes to
assure safety within their gates. .The old order of
things had passed away, and the Canal Zone was
about to become a war area in fact, as well as in name.
The first eiforts to accomplish this feat were not

